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Iliamna Lake

Largest lake in Alaska 
124 x 35 km
Max depth ~ 300m

Drains to Bristol Bay via the 
Kvichak River 

Supports numerous salmon runs 
& resident freshwater fish 
populations



Iliamna Lake Seals

Home to unique, but poorly 
studied, population of 
freshwater seals

Haulout on shore and ice
Numbers & species unknown
Seasonality & diet unknown

Support a local subsistence 
harvest 

Levels low but infrequently 
documented



Iliamna Communities 

Five local communities
Yup’ik & Alutiiq
Athabascan

Residents utilize seals as culturally 
important natural resources

Concern over lack of knowledge 
about seal population

Partnership formed between village 
councils, BBNA, UAA, NOAA, and 
ADFG to gather critical baseline data 
on the seals



Project Goals

To improve knowledge of the seal population and its 
importance to locals through: 

Subsistence household surveys in key hunting communities
Key respondent interviews of locals with extensive 
knowledge about the seals
Aerial surveys of seal abundance and location throughout 
the year

To train local research assistants in scientific methods for  
aerial and household surveys and to work with 
communities to integrate data



Methods: Community Surveys 

In partnership with BBNA, village councils, and 
ADFG, developed survey documents 

Worked with Village tribal councils to identify LRA’s
Hosted training sessions in Anchorage & Dillingham

Local Research Assistants conducted surveys 
Aimed for 100% coverage for subsistence surveys 
Identified key respondents for LTK surveys for follow up 
interviews and mapping exercise
Advocated for collection of biosamples



Results: Newhalen Surveys

51-56% of households surveyed 
95% native, a mix of Yup’ik, 
Alutiiq, & Athabascan

Per year:
15-25% of respondents tried to 
harvest; 7-14% were successful
Seal was used by ~55-70% of 
the households 

Targeted seals in Newhalen 
river, offshore rocks & mid-lake 
islands, and NW section of 
Pedro Bay 



Results: Kokhanok Surveys

75-82% of households surveyed
93% native, primarily Alutiiq & 
Yup’ik

Per year:
15-20% of respondents tried to 
harvest; 3-7% were successful

Seal was shared widely: ~ 40%

Targeted seals in Kokhanok bay 
& eastern shore of lake



Quotes from Community Surveys

Local Use Patterns
“Harvested seals are in good condition”
“Usually hunt when ice is still good and the seals start 
popping up by the pressure cracks in early spring” 
“It is much more special to get lake freshwater seals. 
Their fur is thicker and softer than saltwater seals. 
Saltwater seals are oilier and pelts are harder to 
process because of the increased oil”
“If we had a way to hunt, we would hunt more often” 



Quotes from Community Surveys

Population Abundance and Habitat Use
“There are always seals in the lake”
“More seals out there now than in the past”
“In the last few years more seals in the [Newhalen] 
river, where there haven’t been as many before” 
“Sometimes saltwater seals come up the Kvichak [River] 
and follow the fish”
“Bottom trawling in Bristol Bay may be causing seals to 
move into the lake”



Methods: Aerial Surveys

In partnership with NOAA & 
NTC, we  flew 13 aerial 
surveys over all known seal 
locations 

April – October
Flight track logged & all 
seals photographed 

Only counted seals that 
were hauled out 



Results: Aerial Surveys

When lake was ice free, 
seals observed on offshore 
islands in the NE section of 
the lake

When lake was ice covered, 
seals observed along 
pressure cracks and in 
polynyas

Evidence of local use 



Results: Aerial Surveys
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Results: Aerial Surveys
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Integrating Datasets 

Broad agreement in areas of seal use
Locals provide additional information about seal foraging locations

Less agreement about abundance and reproduction
Few reports of seal migrating into/out of lake, but aerial survey data 
suggests large seasonal migrations
No reports of seals pupping in the lake, but pups were seen during 
surveys in 2010 & 2011

Seals are important natural and cultural resource 
Seals are resident apex predators that target salmon mid-summer 
Use and sharing of seal important in local communities 
Harvest rates low, but variable



Future Directions

Continuing the aerial survey work in 2011-2012, with 
emphasis on winter, early spring, and pupping periods to 
better characterize seasonality

Continuing key respondent and subsistence surveys in 
Kokhanok and Newhalen to gather more local information 

Expanding household survey effort into Levelok and Iguigig
to gather information on seal movements in the Kvichak River 

Advocating for voluntary collection of biosamples from 
harvested seals 

Returning information to communities
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